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OKAY! NOW WE BEGIN MORE CLOSELY EXPLORING HOW OUR BODIES AND BRAINS WORK 

TOGETHER. THIS BACKGROUND WILL LEAD US INTO THE REASONING BEHND LEARNING AND 

PRACTICING SKILLS PRIOR TO BEGINNING TRAUMA PROCESSING WORK.  

 

BUT FIRST, THE DISCLAIMER.  

 

WHEN WE START TO LOOK AT THE ANATOMY, BIOLOGY, AND NEUROLOGY THAT MAKE UP 

OUR BODIES, WE CAN QUICKLY GET OVERWHELMED BY HOW MUCH COMPLICATED 

INFORMATION THERE IS. THERE IS NO WAY WE CAN CONSIDER ALL THE INFORMATION THAT 

IS AVAILABLE TO US.  

 

FORTUNATELY, WE DON’T REALLY NEED ALL THE INFORMATION! WE DO NEED SOME OF THE 

MOST CRITICAL IDEAS IN ORDER TO HELP US UNDERSTAND WHY WE ARE PRACTICING 

CERTAIN SKILLS AND IDEAS TO HELP US BE MOTIVATED TO PRACTICE THEM. THIS, AND 

FUTURE SESSIONS, WILL COVER THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM WE NEED TO BEGIN OUR JOURNEY 

TOWARD HEALING.  

 

A CRITICAL PRINCIPLE AND IDEA BEHIND OUR BODIES AND TRAUMA IS: TRAUMA IS 

FUNDAMENTALLY A BIOLOGICAL EVENT THAT GETS LITERALLY LOCKED UP AND TRAPPED INTO 

OUR BODIES. IT MAY BE MORE HELPFUL TO THINK ABOUT HOW THESE AREAS ARE 

DISCONNECTED AND DIS-INTEGRATED BY OUR TRAUMATIC EXPERIENCES. THIS HELPS TO 

UNDERSTAND WHY WE REACT SO STRONGLY IN SITUATIONS THAT LATER SEEM 

UNIMPORTANT. 

 

AS LONG AS THE TRAUMATIC EXPERIENCES REMAIN BIOLOGICALLY LOCKED UP, THE 

EFFECTIVENESS OF HEALING BY TALKING THROUGH THESE EXPERIENCES IN TRADITIONAL 

THERAPY IS LIMITED. IN MOST CASES, TALK THERAPY WILL LIKELY NEVER BE ENOUGH TO 

RECOVER FROM CHRONIC TRAUMA. (IN FACT, THE AREA OF OUR BRAIN THAT IS RESPONSIBLE 

FOR SPEECH WHICH IS CALLED BROCHA’S AREA, SHUTS DOWN WHEN WE HAVE FLASHBACKS 

AND MEMORIES OF OUR TRAUMA. WE LITERALLY CAN’T SPEAK ABOUT IT AS LONG AS OUR 
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BODIES AND BRAINS ARE REACTING TO IT).  WE HAVE TO TAKE OUR ENTIRE FULL-SYSTEMS 

AND NOT JUST OUR THOUGHTS AND WORDS INTO ACCOUNT. THE CORE OF THIS FULL-

SYSTEM IS OUR BODIES AND OUR BRAINS. 

 

THIS HAS LED BESSEL VAN DER KOLK, ONE OF THE MOST STUDIED AND INFLUENTIAL EXPERTS 

IN THE FIELD OF TRAUMA TO STATE, “IF THE MEMORY OF TRAUMA IS ENCODED IN THE 
VISCERA (THINK INTERNAL ORGANS LIKE STOMACH, LUNGS, KIDNEYS) IN HEARTBREAKING 
AND GUT-WRENCHING EMOTIONS , IN AUTOIMMUNE DISORDERS AND SKELETAL/ MUSCULAR 
PROBLEMS, AND IF MIND/ BRAIN/ VISCERAL COMMUNICATION IS THE ROYAL ROAD TO 
EMOTION REGULATION, THIS DEMANDS A RADICAL SHIFT IN OUR THERAPEUTIC 
ASSUMPTIONS (AND PRACTICES).  AND, “IT IS AMAZING HOW MANY PSYCHOLOGICAL 
PROBLEMS INVOLVE DIFFICULTIES WITH SLEEP, APPETITE, TOUCH, DIGESTION, AND AROUSAL. 
ANY EFFECTIVE TREATMENT FOR TRAUMA HAS TO ADDRESS THESE BASIC HOUSEKEEPING 
FUNCTIONS OF THE BODY.” 

 

ANOTHER LEADING EXPERT IN THE FIELD OF TRAUMA RECOVERY, PETER LEVINE, SAYS IT THIS 

WAY, “THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES THAT NEGLECT THE BODY, FOCUSING MAINLY ON 
THOUGHTS (TOP-DOWN PROCESSING), WILL CONSEQUENTLY BE LIMITED. I PROPOSE INSTEAD 
THAT, IN THE INITIAL STAGES OF RESTORATIVE WORK, BOTTOM-UP PROCESSING NEEDS TO BE 
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE. IN OTHER WORDS, ADDRESSING A CLIENT’S 
“BODYSPEAK” FIRST AND THEN, GRADUALLY, ENLISTING HIS OR HER EMOTION, PERCEPTION 
AND COGNITION IS NOT MERELY VALUABLE, IT’S ESSENTIAL. THE “TALKING CURE” FOR 
TRAUMA SURVIVORS SHOULD GIVE WAY TO THE UNSPOKEN VOICE OF THE SILENT, BUT 
STRIKINGLY POWERFUL, BODILY EXPRESSIONS AS THEY SURFACE TO “SOUND OFF” ON BEHALF 
OF THE WISDOM OF THE DEEPER SELF.  LEVINE PHD, PETER A. 

 

AND SO, WE START WITH PAYING ATTENTION TO BODY FUNCTION. BODY FUNCTION 

INCLUDES THINGS LIKE OUR HEART BEAT, BREATHING, DIGESTION, SWEAT, AND OTHER 

FUNCTIONS OF LIVING WE MOSTLY TAKE FOR GRANTED.  
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BODY FUNCTION IS USUALLY A REFLECTION OF WHAT IS HAPPENING WITH OUR NERVOUS 

SYSTEM. THERE ARE 2 SIDES TO OUR NERVOUS SYSTEM. THE SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM 

(WHICH HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH FEELING SORRY FOR ANYTHING) AND THE 

PARASYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM.  

 

THE MOST IMPORTANT THING ABOUT THIS IS THAT THE SYMPATHETIC SIDE IS GENERALLY LIKE 

STOMPING ON THE GAS PEDAL TO OUR SYSTEMS. THE PARASYMPATHETIC IS LIKE PUTTING ON 

THE BRAKES. WHEN THEY FUNCTION TOGETHER IN HARMONY THEY BALANCE OUR SYSTEM.  

 

UNFORTUNATELY, TRAUMA DISRUPTS THIS BALANCE. MANY SURVIVORS WALK AROUND LIKE 

THEY ARE RIDING BOTH THE GAS AND BRAKE PEDAL. THIS CREATES A SENSE OF CONFUSION 

TO OUR BODY FUNCTIONS AS WELL AS OTHER INTERNAL SYSTEMS. 

 

IN ADDITION TO BODY FUNCTION, OUR MUSCLES TENSE AND RELAX IN REACTION TO MANY 

OF OUR DAILY  CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN WE ARE REMINDED OF OUR TRAUMA (WHETHER WE 

ARE AWARE OF IT OUR NOT) OUR MUSCLES CONTRACT AND TENSE UP IMMEDIATELY. IF WE 

KEEP TENSING EVEN WHEN WE ARE NOT IN DANGER, THIS CAN LEAD TO CHRONIC PAIN.  

 

THIS ONGOING MUSCLE TENSION BECOMES OUR NORM FOR HOW WE EXPERIENCE OUR 

BODY. IF WE LIVE IN A CONSTANT STATE OF TENSION, WE BEGIN TO BELIEVE THIS IS JUST THE 

WAY WE ARE. IDENTIFYING THIS TENSION AND PRACTICING WAYS TO RELEASE THE TENSION 

WHILE RELAXING OUR MUSCLES IS INCREDIBLY HELPFUL HERE IN TWO MAJOR WAYS.  

 

THE FIRST IS TO DECREASE OUR OVERALL SENSE OF FEELING BAD. THE SECOND IS THAT 

LEARNING TO IDENTIFY AND RELAX OUR MUSCLE TENSION LETS THE TENSION TEACH US 

ABOUT OUR REACTIONS. IF WE RELAX, THEN WE CAN NOTICE WHEN WE TENSE BACK UP 

AGAIN. THIS HELPS US IDENTIFY WHAT LED TO THAT TENSION. IF WE ARE ALWAYS IN A 

CONSTANT STATE OF TENSION, WE CAN’T TELL WHEN SOMETHING ACTUALLY CAUSES US TO 

BECOME TENSE.  
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THE THIRD BODY ELEMENT WE PAY ATTENTION TO IS OUR VISCERA. OUR VISCERAL ORGANS 

INCLUDE STOMACH, LUNGS, HEART, KIDNEYS, LIVER, ETC. WE LEARN TO PAY ATTENTION TO 

ANYTHING THAT ACTIVATES MOVEMENT OR TENSION IN THESE AREAS. AS WE WILL SEE 

WHEN WE TRY TO TIE TOGETHER IDEAS BETWEEN THE BRAIN AND THE BODY, OUR VISCERA 

PLAYS A HUGE ROLE IN OUR REACTIONS TO TRAUMA TRIGGERS.  

 

IT’S NOT SURPRISING THAT MANY PEOPLE STRUGGLING WITH TRAUMA AND ANXIETY ISSUES 

HAVE LOTS OF VISCERAL ISSUES. POOR DIGESTION, IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME, AND 

WEIGHT GAIN ARE COMMON.  HEART PROBLEMS, HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE, RAPID HEART RATE 

AND STRUGGLES WITH SHORTENED BREATH ARE ALSO WELL KNOWN.  

 

LIKE OUR MUSCLE TENSION, SURVIVORS OFTEN HAVE COME TO BELIEVE THAT THESE ARE 

SYMPTOMS THEY SIMPLY HAVE TO LIVE. IN LIGHT OF THIS, THEY STOP PAYING ATTENTION TO 

WHAT TRIGGERS THESE SYMPTOMS. FINDING WAYS TO BE AWARE OF THESE ORGANS AND 

THEIR TRIGGERS IS ANOTHER WAY TO GET MORE INFORMATION ABOUT WHAT CAUSES THEM 

TO REACT.  

 

FOR OUR PURPOSES, THIS IS ENOUGH INFO ON OUR BODY TO BEGIN FINDING WAYS TO 

INCREASE OUR AWARENESS IN THESE AREAS. WE WILL EXPLORE SOME OF THESE TECHNIQUES 

AND SKILLS IN FUTURE VIDEOS. ON TO OUR BRAINS.  
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As we begin the skills for safety and stabilization, we are preparing to handle life more successfully with less 
energy, as well as getting prepared for trauma processing and resolution. Over the next five weeks, we will be 
focusing on one of the areas of our full-system response to situations; then learning and practicing new ways 
to be more aware of these areas while remaining calm and in control. 
 
When we start looking at our body, there are some short and easy exercises we can practice. We’ll learn just a 
few of these. If you are interested, there are lots of books on body movement and relaxation skills on Amazon. 
For now, these few exercises this week should help you get started. Let’s talk about a few basics first. 
 
Diet and Water 
What we eat has a huge impact on our hormones, gut, and overall body function. We all know this and still, 
many of us, struggle to stay on track with positive eating habits. Mostly, because healthy eating is 
inconvenient and difficult to maintain with our hectic lives.  
 
Still, it helps to begin paying attention to what we eat as a way to remain regulated. For some, finding a 
lifestyle of healthy eating (like Whole30 or Paleo) is one option. At this point, there are lots of recipes and 
suppliers to help with this. During your safety and stabilization process, it is helpful to begin thinking about 
healthier eating habits. 
 
Yep, your mom was right! You need to drink plenty of water. At our core, we are a big ball of electromagnetic 
energy or electricity. Everything we do, happens because our brain sends messages to our body via electrical 
messages. Water in our body is the essential conductor of electricity. When we don’t have enough of it, we 
deprive our brain and body of communication and slow our ability to respond in every situation. Nothing new 
here. And, 8 glasses of water a day is a minimum…more to compensate for any coffee or other caffeinated 
items you may drink.  
 
Exercise 
Some kind of movement every day is a huge stress relief for your body. I (Kenny) have a physical therapist who 
helps me stay on track with staying pain-free. She reminds me, “motion is lotion.” Exercise does not have to 
be difficult. Walking, gardening, mowing the lawn, and lots of things can help us stay active. It’s an investment 
for physical/mental regulation and balances our hormones. 
 
Yoga is a great idea for accomplishing more body awareness and keeping joints/muscles healthy. Again, we 
don’t have to be master yogis to benefit. Finding “Restorative Yoga” practices will keep you moving and 
flexible. There are plenty of them on YouTube if you search that phrase. 
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Another option for yoga that is even less physically demanding, while helping you to increase awareness of 
your body and movement, is Trauma-Sensitive Yoga. This is a book by David Emerson, who works with Bessel 
van der Kolk. If you have chronic pain or other physical limitations this may be the best way to go. You can 
search for Chair Yoga or Trauma-Sensitive Yoga on YouTube and find several options. 
 
One of the benefits to good yoga is when the instructor points out subtle and slight body movements and 
points out where you will notice the difference in your body. This creates body awareness that is hard to come 
by in any other way. Remember, we often have dealt with our traumas by turning off and disconnecting from 
our body. As we work towards releasing some of the trapped body sensations, awareness is a big step towards 
recognizing where we are holding trauma so we can let it go. 
 
Medication 
Okay, so we saved the touchiest subject for last. There are lots of debates and stigmas around medication. 
Many of the negative ideas that seem to dominate the subject are typically based on shame and ignorance. 
 
People may feel weak or ‘less than’ if they begin taking medication…often because others around them have 
explicitly or implicitly communicated this message. Unfortunately, Christians are typically more critical in this 
area because, somehow, they believe, or have been told, it calls into question their faith in God. This is 
unnecessary and often tragic.  
 
Meds do not change who you are. They simply help to balance out the imbalance trauma has likely created in 
your life. 
 
Research demonstrates fairly consistently that an anti-depressant in combination with therapy yields the most 
positive outcomes for trauma healing. In many cases, Zoloft, Lexapro, and even the well-known Prozac can 
balance brain chemistry in ways that are helpful with very few, if any, side effects.  
 
Healing trauma is complicated. We believe using every possible tool creates the greatest potential for healing. 
We encourage you to consider a medication consultation with your physician to see about including that in 
your healing process. 
 
Getting Started 
All of the following ideas and tools for every area can be practiced daily on your own. In general, doing all of 
them will take you less than 10 minutes each time you practice. The more you practice the more skills and 
ideas you will have for remaining calm and regulated. If you are working directly with us in this process, we 
will help coach you through these exercises in your individual and spiritual direction sessions.  
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There are THREE main areas of our body that can be affected by the things in life that we experience. We can 
learn more about how much situations bother us if we start to play closer attention to the ways our bodies 
change based on the situations we are in. 
 
 

1. Our Body Functions – the things in our body that keep 
us alive like our heart beat, breathing, blinking, saliva, 
and feeling full or hungry. These functions are 
controlled in the areas of our brain stem by the part of 
our brain that is sometimes called The Reptilian Brain. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
2. Our Muscles – our muscles can become very tense or relaxed based on 

the situations that we are in. If they stay tensed too long or all the 
time, they will begin to be sore and hurt a lot of the time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

3. Our Visceral Organs –these are the middle parts of 
our body like the lungs, stomach, liver, and kidneys. 
This part of our body is directly connected to our 
brains and sometimes sends signals to our brains that 
tell the brain that we are in danger even when we are 
not.  
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The following script is just one way to practice breathing for relaxation. 

 

The way we breathe is very important in keeping ourselves calm and confident in every situation. 

Learning to breathe on purpose slows down our heart and helps us relax. 

 

When we breathe in, our heart rate actually increases. It decreases when we breathe out. If we 

breathe out just a little bit longer than when we breathe in while keeping a steady rhythm of 

breathing, we help our heart to beat at the same pace all the time. This is called heart rate coherence.   

 

Research has shown that people that learn how to keep their heartbeat steady are more relaxed and 

less stressed than others. Being less stressed allows us to think more clearly, have more energy, and 

feel better overall. 

 

This breathing exercise can help you to calm down if you are already angry. It works even better if you 

practice the exercise a few times a day before you begin to feel upset. If you do this, it actually helps to 

keep you from getting upset in the first place. 

 

We need to begin by taking a deep breath that starts way down in our belly. Place your hand on your 

belly and breathe in. You should be able to notice your hands rising up as you take your breath and 

then going back down again as you breathe out.  

 

It’s best if you can try to breathe in through your nose (unless you are all stuffed up) and then slowly 

out through your mouth. As you breathe out, hold your mouth like you are going to whistle without 

actually making the sound.  

 

First, let’s put our fingertips together (go on to explain justification and biofeedback elements) 

 

Okay, now take a deep breath in and then pause for just a half a second. Now, slowly breathe out 

through your mouth making sure that your exhale lasts a little bit longer than when you inhaled.  

 

Great! Now with each breath we are going to begin counting backwards from 10. One number and one 

breath at a time.  Be sure to count out loud so you can hear yourself.  
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Cortisol is known as the “stress hormone.” It is released during stress. It can be helpful when it is REALLY 
needed. Many times, Cortisol stays in our bodies long after we really need it. This interrupts all of our body’s 
processes including, digestion, blood pressure, concentration, muscle tension, and our ability to fight off 
sickness. Reducing cortisol can lead to positive outcomes in many areas of our lives. 
 
Testosterone is known as the “power hormone”.  Increasing our testosterone can make us feel stronger, more 
confident, capable and powerful, in many situations.  
 
Research shows that we can decrease our cortisol and increase our testosterone just by the ways that we hold 
our bodies.  Try holding the poses below for two minutes at a time a few times per day to improve your 
strength and confidence. If you include Backward Breathing it will be even more relaxing! 
 
For more information, watch Amy Cuddy: Your Body Language may Shape who You Are at Ted.com. 
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Today we are talking about one way that we can teach our bodies how relax even when they may not feel 
tense.  
 
It’s called Progressive Muscle Relaxation or PMR for short. It’s super easy to learn and takes only a minute or 
two to do. 
  
You can do PMR standing up or lying down on your back. Let’s get started! 
 
First, I want you to take your toes and point them up towards your nose. While you are pointing them up, 
make the front part of your legs as tense as you can including your shins, thighs, and hip. Squeeze really tight. 
Now take a really deep breath in… now exhale slowly like your blowing out candles on a birthday cake. As you 
exhale, gently let the front part of your legs completely relax. That’s great! 
 
Next, I want you to curl your toes under your feet and make the back part of your legs as tense as you can 
including your calves, hamstrings, and butt muscles. Squeeze really tight. Now take another deep breath and 
slowly exhale as you let those muscles relax. Awesome! 
 
Now, make your stomach as tense as you can make. You can push it out as far as you can if that helps. Make it 
really tight.     Oops…excuse me. Take another long deep breath and as you exhale let your stomach become 
completely relaxed 
 
This time, we’re going to pretend like we are in a bodybuilding pose or maybe like the Hulk. Lean over a little 
at the waist and take your arms and curve them towards the inside of your body while you squeeze your chest 
and upper back muscles as tightly as you can. You can even growl a little if it helps. Good now take a deep 
breath and slowly let your arms fall and your chest and back relax as you exhale. Excellent. 
 
Let’s do another bodybuilding pose for our arms and shoulders. Hold your arms up to shoulder level and lift 
your fists up just above your head. Now clench your fists really tight along with your forearms and your biceps. 
Really squeeze both fists tight. Take another deep breath and let your fists and arms fall to your sides as you 
slowly exhale and relax everything. 
 
Ok. Last one. Pretend you’re a turtle and take your shoulders and pull them really tightly up around your neck 
while you make your neck muscles as tight as you can. At the same time, squench your face up and make it 
really tight in all your muscles. Awesome look! Now take another breath and let your shoulders fall and your 
face and neck relax as you slowly exhale.  
 
Your body should feel more relaxed and full of energy every time you complete these steps. Try it a few times 
a day and see for yourself.  
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Finding a Peaceful Place through guided imagery is a great way to relax. The steps are pretty easy to follow. 

When you practice this exercise a few times a day, and say aloud the cue word that you choose, after about 4-

5 weeks, all you need is the cue word to immediately experience a sense of calm and peace.   

 

Some people really struggle with this exercise. Trying to imagine all the elements never seems to help. We get 

it. And, if that’s you, it might be helpful just to walk through this idea and then practice the Peaceful Beach 

mp3 provided in the resources. 

 

Setting Up Your Peaceful Place 
 

1. Think of a Place that is Peaceful – this can be a place you’ve been or even imagined. Lots of times, 

these are places in nature like the beach or mountains. They can also be from times of great peace or 

joy you’ve experienced in the past. Sometimes, they can be places you imagine. One of my favorites 

that clients have used in the past is a treehouse they create almost like a fortress.  

 

2. Think of Each Sensory Experience for that Scene – as you see your scene notice everything about it.  

Where are you in the scene and what are you doing? (Sitting, Standing, Walking, etc.) 

What do you: 

a. See – look for everything you can see in the scene. Find as many details as possible. 

b. Hear – listen for as many sounds as you can hear in the scene and write those down. 

c. Feel – is it cold/warm. Is there a breeze? Sand between your toes? Your butt in the chair? 

d. Smell – what smells are in the air? Salt water, pine, fresh rain? 

e. Taste – are there any tastes associated with this scene? (Lots of times this is a ‘no’ and 

sometimes it seems to be an important element.) 

f. Write them all down on a piece of paper. 

 

3. Now sit in a comfortable position and close your eyes. Take a few deep breaths and then begin to 

notice each element in order. Look for everything you see, hear, feel, smell, and taste.  

 

4. Once you have your place set up, notice the calm and sense of peace this can bring. Don’t rush here. 

Let it sink in.  

 

5. Then, cross your arms across your chest and let your hands rest on opposite shoulders. While you 

continue to experience your place, begin lightly tapping back and forth on your shoulders and notice. 

Many times, this amplifies how calm the scene feels. Also, you may begin to notice more and more 

sensory elements to include. 

 

6. As you tap your shoulders, think of a simple word that describes this scene. One or two syllables is 

probably best here. Say that word aloud a few times as you continue to experience this scene. Your 

brain and body will begin to connect this word with these feelings. After practicing for a few weeks, 

this will be a place and sense of peace you can recreate simply by saying your cue word out loud. 

 

7. Listen to the Peaceful Beach mp3 in the resources for an example, if that helps. 


